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When the beautiful, hot-tempered Bailey McShane bursts into the cattlemen's saloon, waving her shotgun and

accusing the cowboys of theft, simmering tempers start to boil.

Bailey wants restitution for the fence posts that some low-down cowpokes burned to steal precious water from her

land.

No self-respecting cattleman would be caught dead siding with a sheep rancher, like Bailey—and yet Zack Rawlins,

the youngest, elected president of the Cattlemen's Association, can't resist this pint-sized wildcat with the big blue

eyes. With drought-stricken Bandera County on the brink of range war, Zack faces political suicide if he can’t find a

way to mend fences between Bailey and his cattle-ranching neighbors. 

But what's a cowboy to do with an unpredictable woman who refuses to be tamed?

AWARDS:

4.5 Stars! – Romantic Times Magazine

Winner, Best Historical Romance of the Year, Calico Trails Magazine

Winner, Cameo Award for Strong Woman Characters, Calico Trails Magazine

Winner, K.I.S.S. Award for Heroes, Romantic Times Magazine

Finalist, Reviewers Choice Award (Best Book in a Series), Romantic Times Magazine
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REVIEWS:

"With a true understanding of a woman's heart, Adrienne deWolfe brings two special people together. Snappy

dialogue, sharp repartee, a realistic portrait of the era—as well as plenty of passion." ~Kathe Robin, Romantic Times

Magazine (4.5 Stars)

"Wonderful! Will set your heart racing..." ~Carmel Vivier, Under the Covers

"...A series destined to become everyone's favorite read." ~Genie Romance and Women's Fiction Exchange

"...An excellent, fast-paced novel." ~Harriet Klausner, Paint Rock Reviews

WILD TEXAS NIGHTS in series order:

Texas Outlaw

Texas Lover

Texas Wildcat

ABOUT ADRIENNE deWOLFE:

Award-winning author, Adrienne deWolfe, is a professional journalist, publicist, and fiction teacher, who calls

Austin, Texas, home. Recipient of 48 writing awards, including the Best Historical Romance of the Year, Adrienne

loves to mentor aspiring authors. Visit Adrienne's blog at WritingNovelsThatSell.com or WildTexasNights.com
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